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Chapter 1: My view about London and some 
tips to the novices.

 

This Holidays were full of 
impression, laugh, happiness, 
inspiration and motivation but 
sometimes even disappointment. 

My name is Alina and 
from now I am your 
personal video guide on a 
beautiful London with 
every corner of its 
sidewalks and even the 
smell. I will tell you 
everything about this city 
and even the expectation 
VS reality in London.



Chapter 2:  Diversity of places.



Chapter 2.1:  Sightseeing. 
So, in my excursion you  

will find the most unique 
information about London. Let’s 
start our walk. Tip: Don’t forget 
that Big Ben is on 
reconstruction.

For 14 days I’ve seen 
almost all of the 
attractive places in 
London from the 
Buckingham palace to 
the skyscrapers and with 
confidence I can say that 
this city is worth visiting.



Chapter 2.2: Host family.
As young teenagers we didn’t know anything about the host families.  

Tip:  you have to remember that these «moms and dads»  sigh a contract 
which contains diversity of rules and other difficult stuff that you have no 
right to violate, otherwise you will simply reported from the country (you 
better follow and do everything that your host family said).



Chapter 2.3: Public transport.

Usually in our trip we were using the tube to move around and I will tell you 
one thing: transport in London it’s the easiest thing to understand. But there is one 
problem- houses in the UK look so similar and it’s so easy to get lost. Be careful.

Don’t forget that London 
divided on 9 zones. Pay attention 
on your travel card. If you are in 
4th zone but your ticket is only for 
the 1st 2nd and 3rd you will have to 
pay for the fare (about 5 GBR). 

     Our way to school:
❑ Walk to the bus 

station- 5 min
❑ Bus ride №332- 

20min
❑ Way to the Kilburn 

station- 5 min
❑ Train ride on Jubilee 

line- 15 min
❑ Transfer to the central 

line- 10 min
❑ Walk to school- 15 

min
In total: 1h 10min



Chapter 2.4: Language and school.
Description of our school:
Inside this school is quite small but it has 4 floors. It’s worth 

noting, you can use Wi-Fi only on 1 of them. You can also use 
a computer if you need, for example,  book a ticket or to 
make a reservation in any museum. etc.

Our usual day at 
school:

• Lessons start at 8.45and 
end at 12.15. 

• Everyday you have 3 
lessons that last for 45 
min

• On the break you can 
chat with friends from 
other countries

• The best thing is 
teachers- they give you a 
freedom and it means a 
choice. They understand 
that this is your life and 
only you decide what to 
do next.



Chapter 2.5: People and mentality.

At first sight you can think that people 
in London are so friendly and polite. It’s 
true but If you ask them  again they will 
make you fell that: «You better don’t  
interrupt me anymore, please». The real 
sooth is that Londoners are always 
saying «sorry, excuse me». To be honest, 
if you get lost you will find your home on 
99%.

We had that situation and went 7 
km to be home (that’s why write down 
everything that your host mom said). 
During the whole trip we asked about 
60 British people and EVERYONE had 
helped us.



Conclusion. 
I just wanna say THANK YOU everyone who’ve made my dream real. To my 

relatives that paid for this trip, to my friends who were with me to support me 
and to share our emotions, to our group leaders who brought us home in safe 
and sound, to London that gave me a lot of opportunities: to dream, to learn, to 
believe that absolutely everything in this world is possible we just need to try a 
little bit more. 



THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!


